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ABSTRACT: Social networking sits is an online communicating platform, large number of user to exchange their own 

ideas and opinions on that platform for collecting, tracking and analyzing public sentiment. Sentiment analysis can give 

some critical information for decision making process in different domains. In this paper presents the literature survey 

for referencing needs of researchers. The literature survey is based on data collected from different paper. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Social networking technologies, such as those provided by online Social networking sites such as facebook (where 

users have an online social “friendship” relationship) and twitter as a microblogging website (where the online social 

relationship can be uni-directional or reciprocal), are attract and encourage millions of users to share and exchange their 

ideas and opinions and to participate in events. Every day, social media users express their feelings towards various 

subjects such as politicians, sports men, governmental organizations, entertainments groups and consumer products 

(Liu, 2012), create a large amount of data. One of the most popular social networks is Facebook, with a reported 1.2 

billion active users monthly and 725 million active users daily (Facebook 2013) and Facebook users upload 350 million 

new images every day (Henschen, 2013). Social media is achieving more and more importance as a channel  for 

gathering information, simulated new ways of interactions, shaping new forms in which people communicate, make 

decisions, socialize, collaborate with others, learn , entertain themselves, interact with each other or even do their 

shopping (Hanna et al., 2011). This paper have the collection of sentiment analysis reviews for referencing need of 

researcher in this topics. 

 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Social media involved in various fields sports, political, entertainment, educations, health care, agriculture, government 

and etc. Sentiment analysis has been used to determine emotional difference between genders on Myspace (Thelwall et 

al., 2010), and study levels of positive and negative sentiments in Facebook (Thelwall et al., 2010) and Twitter 

comments (Bollen et al., 2011) sentiment analysis has also been used to predict election outcomes(Tumasjan et al., 

2010), and it was demonstrated that sentiment relating to new movie releases, combined with tweet frequency, was 

more accurate at predicting box office revenue than the Hollywood stock market(Asur&Huberman, 2010). Social 

media like facebook to explain fan motivation and relationship (Constantino et al., 2013) and providing a more 

complete picture of the nature of fan motives (Wann et al., 2001) will better enable sport teams to differentiate their 

brands (Green, 2001) and to maximize their use of online channels of interaction (Seo& Green, 2008), especially social 

media (Earnheardt et al., 2012). (Seo& Green, 2008) developed a fan motivation scale, relating to professional sports 

teams’ websites, consisting of ten dimensions: fan ship, interpersonal communication, technical knowledge, fan 

expression, entertainment, economic, pass time, information, escape, and support. These authors acknowledge that the 

Internet more broadly could satisfy a range of needs in excess of traditional media given its interactive capabilities. 

 Twitter data has already been used by different people to predict stock market prediction (Boollen et al., 

2011), identify the client with negative sentiments (Thet et al., 2010).  Facebook communities’ data has been used to 

discuss health care related to health screening, smoking, alcohol consumption, drug use and to predict patient’s 

emotional states such as mood, happiness, depression (Fowler & Christakis, 2008). The main aim of sentiment analysis 
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is to determine the attitude of users on a particular topic and the purpose of sentiment analysis to offer a significant 

insight into online communication. 

 

A. Social Media 

 

Social media is a collection of online communication channels can be used to sharing personal, official and other 

information and provide interaction and collaboration to their family, friends, communities and others. Forums, blogs, 

social networking sites, social bookmarking, wiki and social curation are the different types of social media (Barbie & 

Liu, 2011). 

 

B. Social Media Analytics 

 

Social media analytics that can be used to gather the information from social media sites like blogs, social networking 

sites (Facebook, Twitter, Wikipedia, google+ and pinterest) for analyzing these data to make good decision for business. 

One of the most wieldy using social media analysis technique is sentiment analysis.   

 

C. Sentiment Analysis 

 

Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is a discipline which deals with analyzing and classifying subjective opinions, 

sentiments and emotions of people towards products, organizations, individuals and other topics (Feldman, 2013) 

expressed in text, such as tweets, review, forums, blogs, and news. Sentiment analysis of social media data has received 

a lot of research attention in recent years, largely due to the increasing use of social networking technologies that 

enable citizen to self-report their opinions as frequently as they wish on a wide range of topics. The method of 

sentiment analysis generally requires the identification of an entity to which the opinion is focused on (a person); 

attributes of the entity (the person political perspective); views, attitudes or feelings towards the entity and its attributes 

(commonly defined as sentiment); an opinion holder (comments posted in response to a news story); and a time at 

which the sentiment was expressed (Liu, 2012). The textual opinion mining has been to classify sentiment using a pre-

defined set of classers (positive, negative or neutral). Social networking sites have two most important topics, they are 

community detection and sentiment analysis. Community detection to find groups of associated individuals within 

network and sentiment analysis attempts how individuals are feelings 

 

Sentiment analysis work can be divided into six tasks which are 
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Fig1. Sentiment Analysis work 

 

 

 

 

D.Sentiment Analysis Methods 

 

Lexicon-based methods, machine learning-based methods, and hybrid methods are the three common approaches for 

sentiment analysis (Medhat et al., 2014).  

 

1)Lexicon-Based Method 

 

A lexicon- based methods uses a sentiment lexicon which includes sentiment words and phrases with assigned numeric 

scores. These scores reveal if sentiment phrases are positive, negative or neutral, their intensity and their emotional 

orientations.  

 

2)Machine Learning- Based Method 

 

A machine learning-based methods using machine learning algorithms such as Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine, 

Regression and Neural Network. 
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Fig2. Sentiment Analysis Methods. 

3)Hybrid Method 

 

A hybrid method is a combination of lexicon-based and machine learning-based methods.  

 

Machine learning has shown that probabilistic machine classifiers such as Naive Bayes (NB) and support vector 

machines (SVMs) stand out as having produced the best result for sentiment analysis (Park &Paroubek, 2010), (Go, 

2009). The machine classifiers gives decisions based on the learned probability and unobserved text can be added to 

pre-defined categories based on the features it contains. The classification decision can be made by using Bayes 

Theorem, which frames the probability of a new data belonging to a particular class given previous knowledge of data 

items with a known classification. The main weakness of this approach that the hidden data is not learned during the 

training period, so it is not helpful in classification. 

 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) to classify unseen data by increasing the distance between clusters, clusters can be 

created using training data and finding an optimal solution and it is particularly used for text classification (Thelwall et 

al., 2010). Sentiment analysis features typically include set of single words, double words or pairs and triple words 

found in text (Thelwall et al., 2011). Several research reports gives best performance for unigrams (single word) (Lee et 

al., 2002) other reports that bigrams and trigrams (two and three word combinations) performs better (Dave et al., 

2003).Lexicon based method also have to produced good result. Corpus method can be used to analyse the product 

reviews and dictionary method used to analyse Amazon’s mechanical Turk data (Taboada et al., 2011). Sentiment 

lexicon that can help sentiment identification in semantic oriented sentiment classification (Hu and Liu, 2004). Some 

sentiment lexicons have been developed such as (Baccianella et al., 2010) and (Esuli&Sebastiani, 2006) proposed 

SentiWordNet 1.0 and 3.0 to defined three sentiment labels, (Cambria et al., 2016) proposed SenticNet 2.0,3.0 and 4.0 

to define sentiment polarities and value for words and (Thelwall et al., 2012) proposed SentiStrength to define 

sentiments used in social networks. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Problem Statement 

In order to analyse the popularity of people in various fields such as sports, entertainments, cultural, political and 

educational. It is very easy to give awareness about any new diseases, vaccines, products, norms to people because a 

person is well-known by people. 

B.Experimental  Design 

1)Data Collection 

Data used in this paper is a set of facebook metrics data, popularity of news data and blogs data from UCI repository. In 

total, over 39645 posts in which the posts belong to different categories: sports, entertainment, political, spatial and etc. 

Each post includes the following information: post id, time, number of images, number of videos, shares etc. These 

data can be efficiently handled by R studio tool and big data based algorithms that could possibly handle huge amount 

of data in quick time. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Sentiment analysis on social media is a one of the most important research topic. This paper presented an overview of 

sentiment analysis on social networks and different methods on sentiment analysis. Through this literature survey the 

related work can be done for referencing needs of researchers. And this paper give data collection and proposal of 

popularity prediction. This data collection will also help to analyse the popularity of a person in social media. This 

research will used to improve a person popularity level and some products, awareness will easily reach the people. 
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